1. **MATT HOGAN- Half Hollow Hills West, OF/P:** A 5-tool player. LH hitter with legitimate middle of the order ability and true power potential. Matt has +arm strength from OF with excellent range. Can cover a lot of ground. Potential to be a power arm on the mound. Upper 80’s to 90mph FB with sharp breaking ball. As command develops he will be dominant. Committed to Vanderbilt Univ.

2. **JASON COULES- Bellmore JFK, INF/P:** Excellent/athletic ability and dangerous 2-way threat. Offensively Jason has strong hands and has consistent extra base power. Will be a left side of INF defender with +arm. Dominant power arm on mound. FB can get into the upper 80’s. Good mound presence. Major prospect.


4. **JAMES CARDINALE- Commack, OF/P:** Strong/athletic 2-way player. Solid defender with +arm. Very good offensive player. Very good bat speed. Major upside on mound. LHP with mid-80’s FB. Gets a lot of swing & misses. Aggressive 2-way prospect on college level.

5. **KYLE JOHNSON- Newfield, MINF/P:** Very versatile and athletic player. Slick fielding defender who has great range and +arm strength at SS. Very tough competitor on the mound. Challenges hitters and is tough in big spots. Has received Division I offers.

6. **LIAM PULSIPHER- Center Moriches, P/1B:** Excellent LH pitching prospect. Smooth delivery and easy arm action. Has good command and feel of all pitches. Has big upside. Fleet footed OF who can hit at top of the order.

7. **JARED RESTMEYER- St. Anthony's, P/OF:** Has major arm strength. Ball has great carry on all throws. Unlimited upside on the mound. Good offensive player with middle of the order pop. Interesting prospect.

8. **ANTHONY FONTANA- Wantagh, 1B/P:** Classic LH first base prospect. 6’3” LH Hitter with serious power to all fields. Homerun threat at all times. Solid defender with good hands. Tall target at 1B. Can definitely contribute on the mound. Tall/long LHP with bright future.


10. **DYLAN JUDD- Oceanside, C:** Outstanding catching prospect with all the tools. +arm strength behind the plate. Excellent build with advanced blocking ability. Solid line drive hitter. Has power potential.

11. **JULIAN DREW- Roslyn, 3B:** One of the top hitting prospects in the class. Was an impact hitter as a freshman. Advanced approach for his age with good balance. Uses all fields well. Strong athlete with +arm at 3B.

12. **ANTHONY LAMAR- Freeport, C:** Has outstanding raw tools. Can be a pro prospect behind the plate. Big frame, moves well with a very strong arm. Can shut down running games. Legitimate power prospect offensively.

13. **NICK BISCARDI- Chaminade, INF/P:** Very athletic SS/P. Lefty hitter with short/quick swing. Uses the entire field. On the mound he has fluid arm action with late movement. FB is low to mid-80’s.

14. **MARK FAELLO- Plainview JFK, MINF/P:** Versatile athlete who can play anywhere. Very good defensively in MINF. Good range, quick feet. Plays Hard! Can contribute a lot of ways offensively. Excellent competitor on mound with mid-80’s FB. Attacks strike zone.
15. JOHN LYNCH - Holy Trinity, RHP: Best pitch is his excellent 12-6 CB. Has strong command of FB. Can throw both pitches for strikes on a regular basis. Will be a force in the Catholic league over next few years.

16. BRENDAN McFALL - Oceanside, P/3B: Excellent pitching prospect with loose arm action and late life on FB. Works both sides of the plate well. Stays down in the zone. Solid at 3B with soft hands & good range. Consistent hitter with good contact ability.

17. WILL FEIL - Wheatley, 3B/P/C: Very interesting prospect with ability to move up in rankings. Classic LH power swing-ball jumps off bat. Big upside! Can play either corner position well. Quality contributor on mound. Also catches for his HS team.


19. LOGAN O’HOPPE - SJB, C: Great leadership qualities. Controls game behind the plate. Excellent blocker and very accurate arm. Getting stronger offensively. Uses all fields well.

20. PAT LEACH - Southside, C: All around solid prospect. Has good power to opposite field. Strong! Has above avg arm and actions behind the plate.

21. DAN PALERMO - Sachem East, OF/P: Good athlete. Terrific OF who runs well and has a strong arm. Good instincts. Line drive hitter who can hit anywhere in top 3 spots of lineup. Solid pitching prospects with +movement on FB.

22. BOBBY VATH - Newfield, P/INF: Excellent mound presence and feel. Mixes his pitches very well. Has ability to throw off speed pitches anytime in the count. FB has like movement.

23. PETER SANDERSON - Hauppauge, INF/P: Has a strong all around game. Middle of order hitter with ability to square up the ball consistently. As an INF has has very good hands and a +arm. Competitive and aggressive on the mound.

24. JUSTIN RENNER - Kellenberg, OF/P: Smooth defensive OF who runs well. Shows power at the plate with good bat speed. Biggest upside may be on the mound. Has deceptive & low ¾ delivery with good arm side run on FB. Tough to hit.

25. KEVIN McNIFF - Garden City, MINF/P: Plus defender with very quick actions and feet. Smooth actions and a strong arm. Can be a top of the order hitter. Uses the middle of the field well. Will definitely help on the mound. Good sinking FB. Keeps all his pitches down.


27. MATT CAREY - Oceanside, OF/P: Has a very strong skill set. Fleet footed CF who covers a lot of ground. Very strong arm with good carry. Solid offensive player. High upside on mound. Live, loose arm. As off speed develops he has ability to be a high end prospect.

28. CHRIS RODRIGUEZ - Hewlett, C/OF: Has good upside at both positions. Good athlete who runs well. Has good arm strength. Short swing, with extra base power.

29. JAKE GUERCIO - West Islip, OF/P: Outstanding all around athlete. Has excellent speed and is a top CF prospect. Can bat anywhere #1-#3 in lineup. Very good on the mound with power arm and +breaking ball.


32. RYAN BAUMAN - Bellport, P/1B/OF: Big/strong projectable frame. Hard thrower with heavy FB. Throws downhill. Has major power potential offensively.

33. PAT HOFFMAN - East Meadow, OF/1B/P: Smooth LH hitter with line drive swing. Uses all fields well. Excellent hands at 1B. Solid corner OF as well. Developing velocity as a pitcher. Interesting prospect with a lot of upside.

35. ETHAN McMEMANY- Half Hollow Hills West, OF/INF: Has good tools. Runs well and has a very good arm with carry. Solid OF prospect. Good offensive player with gap power. His best baseball is ahead of him.


37. TYLER MARINACCIO- Plainview JFK, OF/P: Excellent athlete. +Defender in OF with excellent range. Has quick hands offensively. Strong competitor on the mound with late breaking off speed.


41. MIKE HANDEL- Garden City, OF: Has a high baseball IQ. Excellent bunter. Very good turning DP from 2B. Aggressive! Has a strong/accurate arm.

42. JACK PELUSO- Chaminade, 1B: Strong offensive prospect. Displays power to all fields. Legit power prospect. Has good footwork and actions at 1B. Good understanding of the game.

43. DJ CHANDLER- Riverhead, OF/P: Big/strong athletic prospect. Excellent raw ability. Has power at the plate. Has +arm strength.

44. JOE COTTONE- Plainedge JFK, OF: Excellent top of the order hitter. LH hitter with aggressive approach. Has gap power. Good defensive OF with good range. Has above avg arm strength and is very accurate.


46. KEVIN CZECZOTKA- SJB, 1B/P: Has good velocity on the mound. Attacks the strike zone. Keeps ball down in the zone. Productive hitter who can use all fields. Makes consistent hard contact.

47. CHRIS CARAVOUSANOS- Northport, MINF: Solid top of order hitter. Good knowledge of the strike zone and good balance. Soft hands as a MINF. Positions himself very well.

48. NICK UNGAR- Connetquot, C/P: Strong/versatile athlete. Shows some power. Has good bat speed. Has above avg arm strength with good carry behind the plate. Hard worker.

49. BRIAN FITZPATRICK- St. Anthony's, P/1B: Excellent pitchers build. Strong/projectable frame. Throws downhill with late life on FB. Good 12-6 CB. Offensively has good raw power. Moves well around the bag at 1B.

50. PATRICK WILLIX- Wantagh, 1B/OF/P: Excellent line drive hitter. Shows good gap to gap power. Good hands defensively at 1B. Can contribute on the mound.

51. MIKE CUNNEY- Wheatley, C: Good offensive catcher. Strong line drive hitter with good pull side power. Has above avg arm strength behind the plate with good carry on throws.

52. NICK COMUNALE- Sachem East, P/3B: Long/lanky pitchers build. Good sinking FB that generates a lot of ground balls. Break ball developing into a solid 2nd pitch. Solid defender at 3B. Will contribute offensively.

53. GABE ROMANO- Shoreham Wading River, OF/P: High ceiling player. Has a lot of natural ability. Has good arm strength and carry from OF. Shows signs of power offensively. May be most projectable as a pitcher.

54. EDDIE POPOLIZIO- HHH West, C: Solid catching prospect. Consistent offensive threat at the plate. Has good opposite field power. Has arm strength behind the plate. Hard worker who continues to improve.

55. JORDAN ROSE- St. Anthony's, OF: Well rounded baseball player. Smooth defensive OF who is a +defender. Covers a lot of ground. Top of order hitter with good plate discipline and high OBP guy. Does all the little things well.

56. NICK CARITA- Island Trees, P/OF: Excellent 2-way player. Very competitive on mound. Challenges hitters with power arm. Has ability to be am idle of order hitter. Short swing with good extension.
57. NICK JASKOLSKI- Chaminade, OF/P: Has a plus tool and its arm strength. It’s a deterrent to runners in the OF. Just starting to see his potential on the mound. Has ability to have upper 80’s FB. Can contribute offensively.

58. MIKE ZAWOL- Holy Trinity, 1B/P/OF: Good offensive player. Excellent LH line drive swing with pop. Solid defensively either at 1B or corner OF. Solid on mound.

59. MATT LAVIN- SJB, INF/OF: Good LH hitting prospect. Stays within himself and uses all fields effectively. Can play multiple defensive positions well.

60. DYLAN DEGIOVANNI- Massapequa, INF/OF/P: Has a live arm on the mound. FB has late life. CB has late downward actions. Can play 3B and corner OF with equal effectiveness. Shows pop on offensive end.

**ADDITIONAL IMPACT PLAYERS**

*Listed in alphabetical order*

JOE AMOROSO- Lawrence, C
JUSTIN AVILES- Brentwood, P/INF
ETHAN BAUMBACK- SWR, C
KEVIN BEGIS- Kellenberg, OF
JALEN BERTIE- Valley Stream N, P/3B
BRET BOLLER- Hauppauge, INF/OF
SAM BRINSTER- Long Beach, P/INF
AJ BROOKMAN- Walt Whitman, 1B/P
MATTEO CAMARDA- Long Beach, P/OF
ANTHONY CARLEO- North Shore, C
STEVE CARULLO- Commack, C
DILLON CASSIDY- Rocky Point, P/INF
PAUL CHRISTOPHER- Kellenberg, P
NICK CORSARO- Centereach, OF/P
JOSH DAWSON- Clarke, C
MATT DELLAQUILA- Locust Valley, 1B
KIERAN DOWD- East Islip, 3B
LUKE FIGLIOZZI- St. Anthonys, P/OF
DAVID FRANCHI- Center Moriches, 2B
GARRETT GOING- Garden City, C
JAKE GUERCIO- West Islip, OF/P
NICK HATZIS- HHH West, P
NICK HERNANDEZ- Valley Stream N, INF/P
KYLE ISSING- Bethpage, P/OF
JOE JONAS- Chaminade, OF
JOE KELLER- MacArthur, 1B/P
EVAN MALLON- Deer Park, INF
BRAYLIN MARINE- Freeport, INF

GREG MARMOROWSKI- Floral Park, INF
MIKE MORENO- Massapequa, INF
TERRANCE MURPHY- Kellenberg, OF
FRANKLIN PARRA- Copiague, LHP
TOM PARSONS- West Islip, 1B/OF
VINCENT PECORA- Seaford, C
ANDREW PRIMM- Massapequa, C
JACK PUGLIANO- Calhoun, INF
GEORGE RAINER- Mt. Sinai, 1B/C
CHARLES RAINONE- Deer Park, P/1B
JOE RENDE- Babylon, MINF
JUSTIN ROSS- HHH West, P
NICK SELLITTO- Hauppauge, OF/3B
DAVID SOTO- Brentwood, SS
ANDREW STEIDLE- Kellenberg, P/OF
SCOTT THOMPSON- Riverhead, P
TJ THORNE- Oceanside, P/1B
ERIC TOW- HHH East, OF
BOBBY VENEZIA- HHH West, C
KYLE WAPPAUS- Newfield, C/P
JARED WEST- Bay Shore, P
MIKE WOOD- East Meadow, P/OF
KEVIN YOHE- St. Dominics, LHP
JACK ZAFFIRO- Manhasset, LHP/1B
MATT ZANFARDINO- Massapequa, P/OF
PETE ZELINSKI- MacArthur, INF/P